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Corrmunication media includesthe basic standby: language, both spoken and written. 

It has been theorized that man cannot comprehend abstract ideas or engage in 

highly intelligent thought without the use of language. 

The media take many forms, some of which are merely technical ampli

fications of language: radio, telephone, phonographs, and tape recorders. 

Others are visual: 

the visual and the audio - - television and motion pictures. 











One of the art forms riding the comnunicative pulse of the electric media is pop music. Yes, Virginia, pop music IS a 
corrmunication phenomenon. 
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The' factors cr~ating the birth of rock.:..and·-roll are many and complex, and somewha:t 
: . - : 

obscure. 

The embryo can perhaps be found in .the late l930's when jazz was absorbed into the 

big-.l:)anc,fsound and lost its spontaneous spirit. · The big.:.baods' highly polished music 
.. · - - ', . -- - .;. .-· "·:;·: . -.;··_ . .,· -·. -

lasted through the. 1930's, I9·4o•s ' and·.:hal~ the .. l9S0 1's. Its musiC became stagnant and 
. . . - . . . ' . . - . ' . 

less · interesting once it 1 ost the cteative heart that was rooted in Jazz. 

Meanwhile real ,jazz had returned to. small intimate ensemble and the old New Orleans 

tr~citti_ on of improvisfon. This jazz was somewhat soph.isttcated' and was not associated 
.~.: . -. - - ' . ' 

wfth a ·dane6~. :-Progressive jazzmen furthered the improvisation~l art into extremely 
c. . . . . . . . ·~ . 

. ··,-· 

abstract music. ~The . dance was completely forsaken in the interest of sound. · 

At 'this same time rhythm and blues was stirring within the 'Negro conununity. A country 
. . ..... ~ 

and western style and a Negro ·g~spel style were developing . . A.folkirlusic·: .. trend was 

also beginning to grow, mainly on college campuses· and coffee houses;; 



The evolvement of rock and roll out of 

these varying styles was slow and gradual. 

Jazz was bi g-band on one hand and esoteric 

on the other. Finally, rhythm and blues 

burst on the scene; when it absorbed gospel, 

country and western, and folk, it became 

rock and roll, and was number one. 



The Negroes were the first rock and roll 

stars. They employed the Deep South Blues 

mixed with the massive rhythms of gospel. 

Next came electric gui~ars and a generous dose 

of country and western. In the late 

l940's and early 1950's, Chuck Berry, 

Bo Diddley, Muddy Waters, and 

John Lee Hookt1,r were doing their thing. 

The records were p·l ayed over the air by Negro 

disk jockeys on Negro programs. It soon 

became apparent that scores of teen-agers 

(Negro and whi.te) were tunimg in these 

programs. 



A Cleveland disk jockey named Alan Freed was also listening. He began to play some of these 

recordings on his program and received enthusiastic response. He was the first to call this 

music "rock and roll". That was the begtnning. 



The first important breakthrough came in 1954, when a group called the Crows had three records; "Hucklebuck", 

"Long Gone", and "Pink Champagne", rocket to the top of the charts. The musical establishment attributed this 

popularity to a fteak craze. 

"POP ART IS A MIRROR HELD UP TO 

THE CONTEMPORARY CONDITION OF 

MAN AND HIS ENVIRO!llMENT." 

Despite the limited exposure through the mass media, pop music continued to grow. 

The opposition by the establishment vaporizes the myth that rock and roll was a synthetic pro

duct served to a gullible public through shrewd and cynical manipulation of public taste. 

The troth is that the taste makers and manipulators fought rock aRd r~Jl ,throughout its . ' 

development (6nly to spring to tts side once it was established). 



• 
Television arrived after World War II. and 

seriously threatened the ltfe of radio. The 

transistorized radio (which could operate 

where the television could not), and rock and 

roll combined to boost radio's popularity, and 

consequently, record sales. 



The magnetic tape recorder made recording technically 

easy, which caused the appearance. of hundreds of small record 

companies. Competition was heightened. This development 

also aided the radio medium. 



f 

1956. 

ey..came out of country and 

a liberal admixture of 
~ 

'foes, and something of the 
~· . 
~ 

sp·frit mingled in a wild, emotion-

charged singing style that communicated 

to teen-agers a~l over the world. 

His "Heartbreak Hotel", was i:iumber one 
. ~·.~·~:; 

on aili l three lists · ::-\;country and western, 
.... · . '1":·. -.... .."'J-~....... . 

.. t 

rhythm and blues, and. ·pop. Presley's 

popularity transgressed racaal, regional, 

and eth~ic boundaries, and his recordings 

did the same with different categories of 



The next s i gni fl .cant : step in pop music's deve 1 opment was· the unprecendented i nvas i'o'.h 

from England. The BeaUes were an instant success with songs and a beat that 

struck joy into the heart of the world. Many E_nglish groups followed sli~t, most 
... 

notably, the Rolling Stones, and until a short while ago, the British soudd dominated 

American radio and popularity charts. 





From this point pop music has expanded ·in almost every conceivable 

direction. Bob Dylan popularized folk-rock, which confronts the 

most significant issues of our time. Dylan's songs have raised 

rock and roll to the level of significant commentary. Although 

there has always been songs of social protest and serious 

commentary, they are now for the first time among the most popular. 

These songs, which are listened to by millions pf tee~-agers, are 

inspired by and express the highest ideals. 



There are numerous other expresiions of 

pop music: Mo-Town's soul music, (pure 

rhythm and blues-the style that started it 

all), acid-rock (utilizes the most modern 

electronic inovations), raga rock, (employs 

the exotic sounds of ancient instruments), 

folk rock, and many others being born from 

the no-holds barred experimentations. 



These experimentations are exemplified by Lennon and McCartney's usage of varied 

instruments: the classic string quartet, baroque trumpets, the harpsichord, the 

Indian sitar, and tamboura, the electric organ, drums, and percussion instruments 

of all kinds, ~nd the emplified guitar. Pop music combines the earthiness and 

vigor of the earliest jazz styles with the advanced techniques of modern 

electronics. 

Today's pop masic is recognjzed as a vastly significant 

communication and cultural happening. The performers 

and performances of pop music influence the thinking, 

the conduct, and dress of its followers-(statistically 

40% of its followers are over 20 years of age). 

.. 



, 
Rock music is being used as sound 

tracks for contemporary socially 

significant motion pictures; such 

as 11 Easy Rider 11
, Midnight Cowboy 11

, 

and 11 Alice 1 s Restaurant 11
• 

IS BOTH 

AN ART 

FORM AND 

A BIG 



Pop music may be here to stay -

(it has survived an unprecedented 

number of experiments and vari

ations wi t hin its realm and remains 

intensely popular), or a new 

dynamic generation may give birth to 

a different form of mesic. 

Nonetheless, its influence will be 

felt for many years to come, just as the in

fluence of old jazz is still being felt 

today. The further implosion of the 

electric age and its effect on media 

and culture will likely be the strong 

undercurrent of force that will generate 

a new radical musical development. 



Suggested significant read~ngs concerning pop music: 

THE MEDIUM IS THE MASSAGE - by Marshall McLuhan 

POPULAR MUSIC - by John Rublowsky 

UNDERSTANDING MEDIA: THE EXTENSIONS OF MAN _ by Marshall McLuhan 

THE WORLD OF ROCK- by John Gabree 

Periodicals: 

"Journal of Popular Culture" - Summer 1969 P.23-45 
Winter 1968 P. 517-520 

"The New Yorker" 
11 Psychology Today" 

\ 

Nov. 15, 1969 - P. 211-213 
Oct. 1969 P. 42-45 
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Fig. 14-3. Edison Triumph phonograpl 
w ith Cygnet horn. Had a triple sprin 
motor and speed regulator. (Courtcs. 
of Oliver Read collection.) 
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Thomas Edison invented the phonograph in 

1877. It owes its origin to the e 1 ectri ca 1 

telegraph and the telephone of 

Alexander Graham Bell. Edison's approach 

to the solution was delayed by his working 

toward a "telephone repeater" - that is, to 

receive telephone messages and repeat them at 

a later date. Hence the name 11 phonograph
11 

and "gramophone". 

,, 

At the beginning the phonograph did 

not use an electric motor or circuit. 

The first records were cylindrical and 

covered with paraffin paper. Tin foil 

soon replaced paraffin paper. 

Electricity and the round, flat record 

were the next developments. The phono

graph served as a mechanical extension 

of the human voice and the new ragtime melodies. 

The electric implosion brought immediate 

popularity to the phonograph as a means 

of entertainment. 



Recording facilities did not presume to touch anytfuing so subtil as an orchestra until after World War I. The radio 

of 1924 finally injected a full electric charge into the world of the phonograph. 

The advent of the 'tape recorder only a few years ago released the phonograph from its temporary involvment in mechanical 

culture. Tape and the LP record sudtjenly made the phonograph a means of access to all the music and speech of the world. 

The tape recorder meant the end of the incision recording and its attendant surface noise. The electric hi-fi in 1949, was 
' 

another boon to the phonograph business. The hi-fi pr6d~ced "realistic sound", that sound that provided the sensation of 

having the performing instruments ''right in the room with you''. The hi-fi was for music, what c~bism Had been for ~a~mting. 

A further development was stereo, or "wrap-around" sound. Stereo is sound in depth, as television is the visual in depth. 

A depth approach to musical experience was germinated. 



Marshall McLuhan comments on this arrival to depth experience: 

"Everybody lost his inhibitions about 'highbrow', and the 

serious people lost their qualms about popular music and 

culture. Anything that is approached in depth acquires as much 

interest as the greatest matters. Because 'depth' means 

insight, not point of view; and insight is a kind of mental involvement 

in process that makes the content of the item seem quite 

secondary." 



• 

only. 

sound. 

> 



Today, television and motion pictures exhibit recordings of both visual and sound by means of film on audio-visual tape. The electric 

implosion will certainly not stop here; and pop music will be involved. 

The scientific studies made by Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiener and reported in the book THE "YEAR .2000 speculate by tne year 2000 we 

will have: 

three dimensional photography, illustrations, movies, and television. 

simple, inexpensive home video recording and playing. 

practical home and business use of "wired" video communication for both telephone and television - possibly including retrieval of 

ta~ed rpaterdal frpm ldbrar!fes or pther sources, and rapdd transmission and reception of facsimilies (possibly including news, library 

material, commercial announcements, instantaneous mail delivery, and other printouts.) 
Ill 

inexpensvve (less than $20.00), long-lasting, very small battery operated T.V. receivers. 

maintenance free, longlife electronic and other equipment, and 

inexpensive worldwide transportation of humans and cargo. 



For my thesis subject I have chosen to design a studio for 

the audio and visual recording of popular music. The studio's 

maiden operation date is foreseen for the year 1980. 

The assumption is that the relatively inexpensive home tape 

players of today will ride the electric implosion to the 

development of the inclusion of video capabilities. Pop music 

will naturally parallel the development. 
.· 



THE .MUSIC EDUCATORS CONFERENCE 

(A LARGE ORGANIZATION COMPOSED 

OF TEACHERS OF MUSIC) ANNOUNCED 

IT WAS ENCORSING THE TEACHING 

OE ROCK MUSIC IN SCHOOLS AND 

UNIVERSITIES. THEY RECOGNIZE 

IT AS A nVITAL AND WELCOMED 

NEW REGENERATIVE FORCE. AND IS INVITED 
TO ASSUME: A RESPECTABLE POSITION 

IN THE AMERICAN MUSICAL CULTURE. 
ROCK HAS EVOLVED A LEGITIMATE NEW 

The space requirements for the facility are as follows:~ 

One large studio suitably flexible to· accommodate full orchestration or an individual 

performer; two smaller studios with a maximum capacity of eight. 

A public seating space accommodating 500 which will be used at times for the public 

viewing of a live recording session. 

public lobby and lounge, including display space and restroom facilities 

A control room serving all studios, containing a control panel (a console extending 

approximately 20 feet in length), monitors, recorders, electronic panels, and 

soundproof glass into each studio. 

A private lounge to accommodate approximately 50 employees, performers, and guests -

food concession and communication, and restroom facilities. 

A conference room for twenty. 

~hree smaller meeting rooms with a maximum capacity of eight. 

A top executive's office with a reception area and a space for two secretaries. 

Three smaller executive offices, sharing the reception and secretary area of the 

top executive office. 

A storage space for tape files and electronic equipment approximately 1/5 the total 

square footage of the entire complex (disregarding the 500 seat public seating 

space). Service drive access. 

A tape editing room. 

A shop for minor repairs of equipment. Service drive access. 





The ~asic recottding operation ;of ·the studio: is .as· follows; 
. . . ' . ' . .• ~ 

THe. audio is recol-ded · separ~t~ly ; on . 8 traCk .J~' : tape . ... It 
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the · video rec.or4~!r:i9 .~ 
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THE INDUSTRY HAS A FOOLPROOF 

MEASURING STICK, ONE THAT 

MAKES' NO MISTAKES--RECORD 

SALES. SO LONG AS A PRO

DUCER TURNS OUT RECORDS THAT 

SELL, HE IS A GENIUS AND THE 

COMPANY CANNOT DO ENOUGH FOR 

HIM. LET THOSE SALES SLIP, 

AND THE GENIUS BECOMES THE ' . 

GOAT. THE "BUCK" STOPS AT 

THE PRODUCER'S DESK. HE 

TAKES THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
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THE MEDlUM .1s THE': M!SSAGE -- by Marsha 1 l McLuhafi 

REPko~ot1ib~ " ()f= so'JNo'> 'by' 'Edgar Vi 11 chur 
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MUSIC. IN MODERN MEDIA - by Robert Eniltett Dolan 

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE SOUND STUDIO .. b,9 Alec Nisbett 
. -, . 

UNDERSTANDING MEDIA: THE £XTENS.IONS OF MAN ~ by Marshall McLuhan 
·.-'' ( . . 
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BEFORE THE ARRANGEMENTS ARE 

BEGUN THERE IS A PRELDITNARY • 

MEETING AMONG PRODUCER, 

ARRANGER, AND SINGER. 

AT THESE MEETINGS WE 

DISCUSS THE OVER-ALL FEEL 

OF AN ALBUM; THE ORCHESTRA

TION AND THE APPROACH TO 

INDIVIDUAL SONGS. ·' AFTER 

THAT, THE ARRANGER IS ON 

HIS OWN. 

ONCE THE CHARTS ARE COMPLETED, THE THREE ,.:'.·?·);;. 
.· i: PRINCIPALS MEET AGAIN. AT THESE MEETING,$ : '· 

II 

THE SONGS ARE CAREFULLY REHEARSED. TEMPOS 

ARE DETERMINED, .PHRASINGS ARE WORKED OUT,' '". 

AND A THOROUGH MUSICAL P~ARA.TION IS MADE 
PRIOR TO THE ACTUAL RECORD SESSION~, 

COLUMBIA MAINTAINS SEVERAL RECORDING STUDIOS 
IN NEW YORK AS WELL AS ADDITIONAL FACILITIES . . 
IN NASHVILLE AND HOLLYWOOD. · ONE OF THEIR 

• , I ' ·•t 

FIN,EST STUDIOS, ~OWEVER, fS HOUSED IN WHAT 

WAS ONCE A·CHURCH ON EAST THIRTIETWSTREET 
• 'l 

IN NEW YORK. THE HIGH CEILINGS, WOODEN 

ROOF, AND SPACIOUS FLOOR MAKE FOR EX

CELLENT ACOUSTICS; ADD THE: 'MOST MODERN 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE .AND YOU HAVE 
• J 

S0METHING THAT COMES CLOSE TO BEING THE 
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Before the Beatles, Liverpool was known mainly for soccer, fighting, and 

comedians. It has always been a significant seapo~t. Jn 1830 the world's 

first passenger railway started in Liverpool ahd ten years later the 

Edward Steamship Company sent out the world's first ocean liners. Fanny 

Hill was born, fictionally, in Liverpool. " 

Today Liverpool has a population of approximately 730,000. It is a proud, 

bustling city. The inner area (that which lies between the city center 
• 

and the ring of city parks from Walton -Park to Princes Park) is undergoing 

a process of comprehensive rebuilding that will extend over the next 

20 years. 

The comprehensive rebuilding piinciples are contained in the Interim 

Planning Policy Statement and Plan, approved by the City Council in 

1965. Th~s document establishes a basic framework for the future 

growth and development of the city. In due course, the plan for the 

city will be revised embodying the more recent detailed work now 

proceeding. 
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The ·cavern Club 

offers congratulations and 
best wishes to 

The Beatles 
on the release of their first recording 
for Parlophone. 

Love·me do/P.S. I love you 

It Is with pleasure that the Club 
announces that The Beatles will 
continue to be featured regularly 

at The Cavern 

. 10 Matthew Street 
off North John Street 

. Liverpool 1 

Telephone Central 1591 
~J' 





Liverpool's climate is cool, rainy, and has sparse amounts of sunshine. The average temperature for the 

mcanth <bf ilah.uary ~s 4QOF, it is 530F in March and is 61°F in July. Liverpool receives on the average of 

35 inches of rain a year, with a low of 1.9 inches in April to a high of 317 inches in August. The sun 

shines 12 hours in January, 112 hours in Apri 1, 155 hours in June, 102 hours in September, and 18 hours 

in November. 



Liverpool is· the sentimenta·l 

studio site. Its character, 

plbp music history" combi'n.e ·for , ~n· app_r_optfa~ 
, . • '• T . , "" 

environment and " atmospher~. ··:·r '&e sc~r~ ·, of 'the 

... project will nestle natural iy. and comfortably 
. . 

into the scale of the city . . Th~ city's . . . . . 

scale is not so large as to render the studio 

unduly insignificant; and it is ·not so small 

as to make it unduly important. 

A site a·long the Mersey's edge strengthens th·e 

character of the Liverpool . setting. The 
' 

mystica1 quality of the ageless harqt>r river, 
' •- . . . 

the mistiness of the. sea. and fog, and the 

interesting character of the harbor archi

' tecture supply a deep· and interesting same-

ness of character as a foi 1 for the studio .• 





The studio will be owned by a corporation. This corporation 

has a separate administrative department for each major activity: 

Purchasing of raw materials 

Manufacturing 

Marketing 

Finance 

The ~xecutive Committee includes the President, the Board of 

Directors (with chairman of the Board). the department heads 
~ 

~ 

(who are Vice Presidents), the managing director over ~ctivities, 

other lower responsibility officers, and sharehoiaers~. 

The Vice President in charge of purchasing will be in charge 

of the actual bujing or investing in the studio. The Vice 

President tn charge of finance will be in charge of stock and . 

w1ll determine if additional stocks must be sold in order 

to finance the studio. If so, the stock will be put up for 

sale, and purchased by investors who then become stock

holders. 
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